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e(54) Title: DEVICE FOR SUPPLY-ING A RESPIRATORY GAS WJTil INTEGRATED HIMDIFIER 

(57) Abstract: An apparatus (1) for use humidified gases delivery treat
cment comprising a housing, a humidifier, and a chamber heating means 

1 48 connected to said housing, said housing includes a pressurized gases sup
54 ply, a humidifier engagement (17), a pressurized gases outlet (4), a humid

( Is ified gases return (7), and a patient outlet (9), said humidifier includes a 
D humidification chamber (2) having a base, a humidifier inlet (5), a hu

midifier outlet (6) and said chamber is engagable with said humidifier en
3 gagement (17) via a single motion, and said single motion of engagement 

2 6 urges the base of said humidification chamber adjacent and in contact with 
said chamber heating means and makes a first fluid connection between 
said pressurized gases outlet (4) and said humidifier inlet (5), and makes a 
second fluid connection between said humidified gases return (7) and said 
humidifier outlet (6), with said first and second fluid connections being 

17 made in the direction of said single motion.  
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DEVICE FOR SUPPLYING A RESPIRATORY GAS WITH INTEGRATED HUMIDIFIER 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

5 The present invention relates to apparatus for delivering humidified gases. In particular it 

relates to a humidifier arrangement for use in providing respiratory assistance to patients, for 

example in consumer Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) delivery devices.  

Summary of the Prior Art 

Humidification systems are known which include a heater base and a disposable 

10 humidifier chamber which is fitted onto the heater base and within which a supply of water can be 

heated by the heater base. Air enters the humidifier chamber through an inlet air port in the roof 

of the chamber where it is humidified by the evaporation of water from the water supply before 

leaving the chamber through an exit port in the roof of the humidifier chamber.  

Humidifier chambers of this type are also now used in compact and portable ventilation 

15 machines, for example machines intended for the home treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea 

(CPAP machines). Where the humidifier base is adapted for use with slide-on humidifier 

chambers, and the connection of the chamber to the machine is accomplished with a single sliding 

movement, the inlet air port is provided horizontally through the side of the chamber. Air enters 

the humidifier chamber through the inlet air port and the humidified air leaves the humidifier 

20 chamber into a breathing conduit through an exit port in the top of the humidifier chamber.  

A disadvantage of these configurations is the need to disconnect the patient breathing 

conduit from the top of the humidifying chamber in a separate operation before removal of the 

chamber for the purpose of refilling. A further disadvantage of these configurations is that 

separate electrical wiring connections are required to make use of a heated respiratory conduit.  

25 Furthermore, in configurations such as these any contaminants or bacteria that enter the machine, 

such as a CPAP delivery to the humidifier chamber.  

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an apparatus for delivering humidified 

gases which at least goes some way towards overcoming the above disadvantages or which will at 

30 least provide the public with a useful choice.  

An apparatus for use in humidified gases delivery treatment comprising: 

a housing,
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a pressurised gases supply within said housing, 

a pressurised gases outlet in said housing in fluid connection with said pressurised gases 

supply and adapted to make fluid connection with an inlet of a humidifier in order to provide 

gases flow to a said humidifier, and 

5 a removable filter in said inlet of said humidifier to filter said gases entering said 

humidifier and protect said pressurised gases supply and said housing form contamination, 

wherein said filter is removable in use.  

Preferably said apparatus further comprises a humidified gases return in said housing, 

adapted to make fluid connection with an outlet of a said humidifier in order to receive 

0 humidified gases from said humidifier, and 

a patient outlet in said housing, in fluid connection with said humidified gases return in 

order to receive humidified gases from said humidified gases return and provide humidified gases 

to said patient outlet, said patient outlet being in fluid connection with or adapted to make fluid 

connection with a breathing conduit for delivery of humidified gases to a patient.  

5 Preferably said humidifier is a heatable water chamber, and said apparatus includes, 

a chamber heating means connected to said housing and, said housing includes a 

humidifier engagement locating a said humidifier adjacent said chamber heating means, said 

chamber heating means adapted to vaporise liquid water in said water chamber in order to provide 

water vapour to said gases flow passing through said water chamber.  

O0 Preferably said humidification chamber has a base and said chamber is engagable with 

said humidifier engagement via a single motion, and said single motion of engagement urges the 

base of said humidification chamber adjacent and in contact with said chamber heating means and 

makes a first fluid connection between said pressurised gases outlet and said humidifier inlet, and 

makes a second fluid connection between said humidified gases return and said humidifier outlet, 

25 with said first and second fluid connections being made in the direction of said single motion.  

Preferably said patient outlet includes a connector for receiving a breathing hose and at 

least one auxiliary electrical connection plug or socket or pneumatic connection plug or port, for a 

simultaneous connection when connecting a breathing circuit having complementary electrical 

and pneumatic connectors.  

30 A humidifier chamber for use with a gases humidification apparatus comprising: 

a container, with a surrounding wall and top, and an open bottom, 

a heat conductive base enclosing said open bottom of said container,
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a gases inlet to said container, 

a gases outlet to said container, and 

filter means on or over said inlet to said container to filter said gases to said container and 

protect said humidification apparatus and said humidifier from contamination, wherein said filter 

5 is removable in use.  

Preferably said humidification chamber further comprises a first elongate flow tube 

extending into said humidifier container from the inner periphery of said gases inlet and, 

a second elongate flow tube extending into said humidifier container from the inner 

periphery of said gases outlet, 

10 said first and said second flow tubes being substantially parallel to each other, and 

substantially parallel to said base of said chamber, and 

said gases inlet and said gases outlet facing the same direction, a preferred insertion 

direction, and 

said preferred insertion direction is substantially parallel to the said base of said chamber, 

[5 such that 

said humidifier chamber may make operable engagement with a heater base in a single 

motion, 

and fluid connections with said gases outlet and said gases inlet, being also made in said 

single motion.  

Preferably said filter means includes a framework substantially supporting a filter 

material, said framework being shaped to fit the internal shape of said inlet, and including means 

to lock said filter means in place in said inlet.  

Preferably said filter material is interposed between the structural members of said 

framework.  

25 Preferably said locking means being a friction fit between said filter means and said inlet.  

Preferably said second flow tube includes an air bleed orifice, said air bleed orifice being 

located in the top of said second elongate flow tube, and located toward the end of the elongate 

flow tube adjacent said gases outlet.  

Preferably said gases inlet and said gases outlet of said humidifier chamber are each a 

30 female port, and 

said humidifier chamber is generally cylindrical, and said female ports open out to the 

cylindrical surface adjacent the top of the cylindrical wall.
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showing the water chamber 2 separated from the CPAP machine 1 and an arrow 43 indicating the 

path of air flow through the connection manifold of the CPAP machine and chamber.  

Figure 2 is a perspective view of a water chamber and CPAP machine according to the 

first preferred embodiment of the present invention showing the water chamber 2 engaged with 

5 the CPAP machine 1 as in use and an arrow indicating the exit path of air flow through the 

conduit connection manifold 9.  

Figure 3 is a perspective view of a water chamber for use with the filter of the present 

invention.  

Figure 4 is an underneath view of the water chamber of Figure 3 including the filter of the 

10 present invention.  

Figure 5 is a side view of the filter frame.  

Figure 6 is a front view of the filter frame of Figure 5.  

Figure 7 is a first perspective view of the filter frame of Figure 5.  

Figure 8 is a second perspective view of the filter frame of Figure 5.  

15 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention provides improvements in the delivery ofhumidified gases delivery 

treatment such as, CPAP ventilation therapy. The device described is an integrated humidifier 

and CPAP machine, where the air supplied to the humidifier chamber is filtered before entering 

the chamber. The combined humidifier and CPAP device is manufactured and assembled in such 

20 a way that the humidifier chamber may be removed for cleaning, replacement or refilling easily 

and quickly, and when the humidifier chamber is separated from the CPAP machine, the filter 

may also be removed for cleaning or replacement quickly and easily. In other forms of the 

present invention the humidifier and filter may be used with other devices, for example a blower 

that merely provides oxygen therapy.  

25 Referring to Figures 1 and 2, a preferred embodiment of a CPAP machine and 

corresponding water chamber is shown that may be used with the filter of the present invention.  

A CPAP machine of a suitable type is described in co-pending NZ patent application No. 521446.  

A water chamber 2 having a gases inlet port 5 and gases outlet port 6 is shown with a portable 

CPAP machine 3, wherein the CPAP machine 3 is adapted to receive slide-on chambers and 

30 which makes connection to the gases inlet/outlet ports 5, 6 of the water chamber 2 through a 

connection manifold 8. This connection of the gases inlet port 5 and gases outlet port 6 is made 

to the connection manifold 8 of the CPAP machine 3 in the same slide-on motion. The
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connection manifold 8 also provides an auxiliary outlet connection port 9 suitable for receiving a 

flexible respiratory conduit (not shown) to deliver humidified air to a patient.  

The CPAP machine 3 includes a heater base (not shown) in a chamber receiving bay 47 to 

heat the water chamber 2, and a securing means for securing the water chamber 2 to the CPAP 

5 machine 3. The securing means is provided by a securing latch 19 and a slot 17 around the 

periphery of the chamber receiving bay 47. The slot 17 co-operates with a flange 18 around the 

base of the water chamber 2 to secure the chamber 2 when in use. The securing latch 19 operates 

to prevent removal of the chamber 2 once it has been engaged. The securing means and 

connection manifold 8 are arranged with a parallel axis of operation such that connection of the 

10 chamber inlet port 5 and outlet port 6, to the connection manifold 8 is achieved as well as 

securing of the chamber into the CPAP machine in the same slide-on motion.  

The latch 19, having a locking position and a release position, is biased toward the locking 

position which prevents removal of the chamber 2 from the CPAP machine 3. The front face of 

the latch is shaped such that during the single slide-on motion employed to fit the water chamber 

15 to the CPAP machine the flange 18 urges the securing latch 19 into the release position and 

allows the water chamber 2 to be properly fitted. Once the water chamber 2 is properly seated on 

the heater base (not shown) and the inlet 5 and outlet 6 are properly engaged with the connection 

manifold 8, the flange 18 and base of the chamber 2 will no longer be in contact with the securing 

latch 19. This allows the securing latch biasing means to urge the latch 19 into the locking 

20 position and prevents the water chamber 2 from being removed, as shown in Figure 2.  

Preferably the connection manifold 8 includes a passage 4 which receives gases flow 

from the integral CPAP blower, and directs it into the water chamber 2, as well as a passage 7 

which directs airflow received via the water chamber outlet port 6, to the CPAP patient outlet port 

9. The connection passage connecting the manifold inlet port 7, to the manifold patient outlet 

25 port 9 is shown in hidden detail 48 in Figure 1. Preferably the connection manifold 8 of the 

present invention is removable to aid cleaning and/or sterilisation of the passages. In one 

preferred embodiment the above connection passages 4, 7 are internal to the connection manifold 

8 as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. In use, gases from the CPAP internal blower (not shown) exits 

the CPAP machine 3 through outlet port 4, and enters the chamber 2 through inlet port 5.  

30 Referring to Figure 1, 3 and 4, a disposable filter assembly 100 is removably attached to 

the inlet port 5, inside water chamber 2. In use, gases entering the chamber 2 pass through the 

filter assembly 100 before entering the chamber 2. Air entering the chamber 2 is humidified by
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the evaporation of water from the water source in the bottom of the chamber 2 before leaving the 

chamber 2 through the patient outlet port 6. Humidified air from the outlet port 6 is received into 

the connection manifold 8 of the CPAP machine 3 via the inlet port 7. The connection manifold 

(see Figure 1) directs air from the water chamber to the outlet port 9 which is adapted to connect 

5 with a flexible conduit connector (not shown) for delivery to a patient. An advantage obtained 

from the breathing conduit connection 9 being located on the body of the CPAP machine 3 and 

not connected to the top of the water chamber 2 directly, is that complete connection or 

disconnection of the water chamber 2 from the CPAP machine 3 can be achieved with a single 

slide-on or slide-off motion. This feature makes removal of the water chamber 2 for refilling or 

10 cleaning or replacing, and removal of the disposable filter assembly 100 from water chamber 2, 

for cleaning or replacing, considerably simpler.  

A further advantage is obtained when additional electrical or pneumatic connections are 

required. The use of heated conduits requires electrical wiring connectors between the conduit 

and humidified air source while an additional pneumatic connection 54 may be used for pressure 

15 feedback or measurement. In the present invention the connector which includes an additional 

electrical and/or pneumatic connection for the conduit is integral to the connection manifold 8 of 

the CPAP machine 3 and therefore allows the disposable water chamber 2 to remain as simple as 

possible.  

The gases entering the humidifier chamber is filtered in order to sterilise it. This is 

20 achieved by passing the gases from the CPAP machine 3 through a filter assembly 100 before it 

enters the humidification chamber 2.  

The filter assembly consists of an inlet opening, a connection mechanism for attaching the 

inlet opening to the gases supplied from the CPAP machine, a filter gauze, and a support 

framework. In operation, all gases entering the filter assembly passes through the inlet opening.  

25 In a preferred embodiment, with reference to Figures 3 to 8, gases enter the filter assembly 

100 through the inlet opening 106, inlet opening 106 being substantially circular, and sized to 

match the inlet port 5 of the humidifier chamber 2.  

The filter assembly inlet opening 106 is connected to the gases supply from the CPAP 

machine 3 via a connection mechanism. The connection mechanism is designed in such a way 

30 that the filter assembly 100 may be quickly and easily connected or disconnected, for replacement 

or cleaning. An airtight seal is formed around the perimeter of the connection, so that all air 

routed from the CPAP machine 3 passes through the inlet opening 106 into the filter assembly
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100.  

In a preferred embodiment, the filter assembly inlet opening 106 is bounded by a lip 105 

which mates by friction press-fitting with a complimentary lip or recess (not shown) on the inlet 

port 5, in order to form an airtight seal between the perimeters of the filter assembly inlet opening 

5 106 and the inlet port 5. The filter assembly 100 can be removed or replaced by removing the 

base 18 of the chamber 2 and, for example, pushing, pressing or pulling the filter assembly 100 

from the inlet port 5 of the humidification chamber 2.  

All gases entering the filter assembly 100 must then pass through the filter gauze in order 

to exit into the humidifier chamber 2. The gauze material is selected from a range of materials 

10 well known from the prior art that will sterilise air that passes through the gauze. The material is 

also selected so that at least a minimum required volume of air will pass through the filter over a 

set period of time, bearing in mind the normal operating pressures of the CPAP machine.  

In a preferred embodiment, the filter gauze 101 is made of ELECTRET TM, which is a 

commonly used medical grade synthetic material, which filters an airstream using electrostatic 

15 charges. The gauze material 101 is shaped and held in place by the support framework, which 

holds the filter gauze 101 in place securely and tautly. The filter gauze 101 is attached to the 

support framework in such a fashion that all air entering the filter assembly 100 enters through the 

filter assembly inlet opening 106, and will pass through the filter gauze 101 before entering 

chamber 2. The filter support framework is shaped and sized so that at least a minimum required 

20 surface area of the filter gauze 101 is presented to the airstream entering the filter assembly 100 

through the inlet opening 106. This allows at least a minimum required volume of air to pass 

through the filter assembly 100, the total volume depending on the filter gauze material selected, 

the time interval, and the outlet pressure of the CPAP machine 3.  

In a preferred embodiment, the support framework is a hollow cylindrical cage 102, open 

25 at one end. The open end of the cylindrical cage 102 acts as the inlet opening 106. The 

connection mechanism 105 is located on the circumference of this open end of cylindrical cage 

102. The filter gauze 101 is securely attached to the inside of the cylindrical cage 102 in such a 

way that one layer of gauze covers all the gaps between the structural members of cage 102 

except inlet opening 106.  

30 In a preferred embodiment, the support frame 102, inlet opening 106 and connection 

mechanism 105 are all constructed through one injection moulding operation. A pre-cut and 

shaped single-piece filter gauze 101 is added to the framework thus created, and in the preferred
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embodiment is attached in place by overmoulding, although it may be glued, clipped, or held in 

place by any other suitable attachment means which holds the gauze 101 in place and provides a 

seal, with no gaps between the gauze 101 and the support frame 102.  

In a preferred embodiment the inlet opening 106 of the filter assembly 100 is removably 

5 attached via the connection mechanism 105 to inlet port 5, on the inside of humidifier chamber 2.  

The filter assembly 100 is shaped and sized so that once the connection between the inlet port 5 

and the connection mechanism 105 is made, the filter assembly 100 is held entirely within 

chamber 2, and when the combined CPAP/humidifier device 3 is in the normal operating 

position, there will be no contact between the filter assembly 100 and the contents of humidifier 

10 chamber 2.  

It will be readily appreciated that the construction of the filter assembly as described is 

simple to manufacture. Consequently a water chamber including a filter according to the present 

invention is, while providing significant advantages, not significantly more expensive than 

existing chambers. Also, the filter assembly of the present invention prevents bacteria, viruses or 

15 the like from entering into the inner workings of the CPAP machine, preventing contamination 

and allowing it to be reused for different a patient.
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CLAIMS 

1. An apparatus for use in humidified gases delivery treatment comprising: 

a housing, 

a pressurised gases supply within said housing, 

a pressurised gases outlet in said housing in fluid connection with said pressurised gases 

supply and adapted to make fluid connection with an inlet of a humidifier in order to provide 

gases flow to a said humidifier, and 

a removable filter in said inlet of said humidifier to filter said gases entering said 

humidifier and protect said pressurised gases supply and said housing from contamination.  

Wherein said filter is removable in use.  

2. An apparatus according to claim 1 further comprising a humidified gases return in said 

housing, adapted to make fluid connection with an outlet of a said humidifier in order to receive 

humidified gases from said humidifier, and 

a patient outlet in said housing, in fluid connection with said humidified gases return in 

order to receive humidified gases from said humidified gases return and provide humidified gases 

to said patient outlet, said patient outlet being in fluid connection with or adapted to make fluid 

connection with a breathing conduit for delivery of humidified gases to a patient.  

3. An apparatus according to claim 1 or 2 wherein said humidifier is a heatable water 

chamber, and said apparatus includes, a chamber heating means connected to said housing and 

said housing includes a humidifier engagement locating a said humidifier adjacent said chamber 

heating means, said chamber heating means adapted to vaporise liquid water in said water 

chamber in order to provide water vapour to said gases flow passing through said water chamber.  

4. An apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said heatable water chamber has a base and 

said heatable water chamber is engagable with said humidifier engagement via a single motion, 

and said single motion of engagement urges the base of said heatable water chamber adjacent and 

in contact with said chamber heating means and makes a first fluid connection between said 

pressurised gases outlet and said humidifier inlet, and makes a second fluid connection between 

said humidified gases return and said humidifier outlet, with said first and second fluid 

connections being made in the direction of said single motion.  

5. An apparatus according to any one of claims 2 to 4 wherein said patient outlet includes a 

connector for receiving a breathing hose and at least one auxiliary electrical connection plug or 

socket or pneumatic connection plug or port, for a simultaneous connection when connecting a
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breathing circuit having complementary electrical and pneumatic connectors.  

6. A humidifier chamber for use with a gases humidification apparatus comprising: 

a container, with a surrounding wall and top, and an open bottom, 

a heat conductive base enclosing said open bottom of said container, 

a gases inlet to said container, 

a gases outlet to said container, and 

a removable filter on or over said inlet to said container to filter said gases to said 

container and protect said humidification apparatus and said humidifier from contamination, 

wherein said filet is removable in use.  

7. A humidifier chamber according to claim 6 further comprising a first elongate flow tube 

extending into said humidifier container from the inner periphery of said gases inlet and, 

a second elongate flow tube extending into said humidifier container from the inner 

periphery of said gases outlet, 

said first and said second flow tubes being substantially parallel to each other, and 

substantially parallel to said base of said chamber, and 

said gases inlet and said gases outlet facing the same direction, a preferred insertion 

direction, and 

said preferred insertion direction is substantially parallel to the said base of said chamber, 

such that 

said humidifier chamber may make operable engagement with a heater base in a single 

motion, 

and fluid connections with said gases outlet and said gases inlet, being also made in said 

single motion.  

8. A humidifier chamber according to claims 6 or 7 wherein said filter means includes a 

framework substantially supporting a filter material, said framework being shaped to fit the 

internal shape of said inlet, and including means to lock said filter means in place in said inlet.  

9. A humidifier chamber according to claim 8 wherein said filter material is interposed 

between the structural members of said framework.  

10. A humidifier chamber according to claims 8 or 9 wherein said means to lock is a friction 

fit between said filter means and said inlet.  

11. A humidifier chamber according to any one of claims 7 or 10 wherein said second flow 

tube includes an air bleed orifice, said air bleed orifice being located in the top of said second
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12. A humidifier chamber according to claims 6 or 11 wherein said gases inlet and said gases 

outlet of said humidifier chamber are each a female port, and 

said humidifier chamber is generally cylindrical, and said female ports open out to the 

cylindrical surface adjacent the top of the cylindrical wall.  

13. An apparatus for use in humidified gases delivery treatment as herein described with 

reference to the accompanying figures.  

14. A humidifier chamber as herein described with reference to the accompanying figures.
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